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All flatware products are made  
of the finest stainless steel
E&OE

Pearl
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Elite  
Collection

Goddess
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Diva 
20 pc set      

UPC 624636284971

28-497
18/10 polished 
20 pc set
2 inners/Master

Designed in 2007

Flatware with glamour and attitude
With its voluptuous curves and super smooth con-
tours, Diva is a classic beauty. Its brilliantly-polished 
finish and impeccable weight make this a pattern 
you’ll reach for at every dining opportunity. Diva has 
a unique concave handle that will add a subtle sen-
suality to any place setting – one touch and you’ll fall 
in love. Like all Gourmet Settings patterns, Diva has 
been meticulously designed, engineered and tested 
to be perfectly weighted and balanced, ensuring 
optimal performance and comfort you have to feel 
to believe. Diva is made with premium stainless steel 
and is guaranteed to last for years to come.
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Willow 
20 pc set      

UPC 624636284988

28-498
18/10 polished 
20 pc set
2 inners/Master

Designed in 2001
Red Dot  

Award Winner 
2002

Contemporary style with a uniquely elegant contour
Willow’s boldly undulating curves feel great in your 
hand, and lend your table an air of dramatic ele-
gance. Whether you’re hosting an extravagant dinner 
party or a romantic lunch for two, this pattern’s 
beautiful style and elegant simplicity is sure to im-
press. Like all Gourmet Settings patterns, Willow has 
been meticulously designed, engineered and tested 
to be perfectly weighted and balanced, ensuring op-
timal performance and comfort you have to feel to 
believe. Willow is made with premium stainless steel 
and is guaranteed to last for years to come.
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Lyric
20 pc set      

UPC 624636284995

28-499
18/10 polished 
20 pc set
2 inners/Master

Designed in 2001

Elegance elevated with striking curves
This heavyweight pattern is anything but bulky.  
Lyric’s boldly undulating curves feel great in your 
hand, and lend your table an air of dramatic ele-
gance. Whether you’re hosting an extravagant dinner 
party or a romantic lunch for two, this set’s bold 
style is sure to impress. Like all Gourmet Settings 
patterns, Lyric has been meticulously designed, 
engineered and tested to be perfectly weighted and 
balanced, ensuring optimal performance and com-
fort you have to feel to believe. Lyric is made with 
premium stainless steel and is guaranteed to last for 
years to come.
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Pure 
20 pc set      

UPC 624636286098

28-609
18/10 matte 
20 pc set
2 inners/Master

Designed in 2001

Uncommonly modern. Undeniably Unique.
Pure’s geometric contours and velvety matte finish 
are perfectly suited to an urban lifestyle. Its clean 
lines and sharp angles make Pure the perfect fin-
ishing touch to a modern table setting. This unique 
pattern is the recipient of an American Culinary 
Award. Like all Gourmet Settings patterns, Pure has 
been meticulously designed, engineered and tested 
to be perfectly weighted and balanced, ensuring op-
timal performance and comfort you have to feel to 
believe. Pure is made with premium stainless steel 
and is guaranteed to last for years to come.

American  
Culinary  Award 

Winner 2001
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Pure 
3 pc hostess set      

UPC 624636305003

30-500
18/10 matte 
3 pc hostess set
6 inners/Master

Designed in 2001
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Balance 
20 pc set      

UPC 624636288047

28-804
18/10 matte
20 pc set
2 inners/Master

Designed in 2001

Perfectly-proportioned refined elegance
With its bold curves and elegant lines, it’s no wonder 
Balance is one of our highest-rated patterns. Its 
matte stainless steel finish amplifies its smooth 
curves, and the simplicity of each piece makes 
Balance an absolute pleasure to hold and use. This 
award-winning pattern, reminiscent of mid-cen-
tury modern Scandinavian design, will make itself 
at home on any table. Like all Gourmet Settings 
patterns, Balance has been meticulously designed, 
engineered and tested to be perfectly weighted and 
balanced, ensuring optimal performance and com-
fort you have to feel to believe. Balance is made with 
premium stainless steel and is guaranteed to last for 
years to come.

Design Plus  
Award Winner 

2003
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Balance 
3 pc hostess set      

UPC 624636304990

30-499
18/10 matte 
3 pc hostess set
6 inners/Master

Designed in 2001
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Cabaret 
20 pc set      

UPC 624636298978

29-897
18/10 polished
20 pc set
2 inners/Master

Designed in 2006

Fearlessly glamorous
With its oversized proportions and brilliantly pol-
ished finish, Cabaret will be a showstopper at your 
next dinner party. Of course, while it was designed 
to be a star performer, its modern lines make this 
set versatile enough to dance with any place setting. 
Like all Gourmet Settings patterns, Cabaret has 
been meticulously designed, engineered and tested 
to be perfectly weighted and balanced, ensuring 
optimal performance and comfort you have to feel 
to believe. Cabaret is made with premium stainless 
steel and is guaranteed to last for years to come.
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Symphony 
20 pc set      

UPC 624636298985

29-898
18/10 polished
20 pc set
2 inners/Master

Designed in 2005

Contemporary continental refinement
A modern pattern with elegance, sophistication, and 
exquisite style, Symphony is the perfect combina-
tion of classical and contemporary. This polished 
flatware is equally at home at a formal dinner or at 
the family breakfast table. Symphony makes itself 
at home with style and grace. Like all Gourmet 
Settings patterns, Symphony has been meticulous-
ly designed, engineered and tested to be perfectly 
weighted and balanced, ensuring optimal perfor-
mance and comfort you have to feel to believe. 
Symphony is made with premium stainless steel and 
is guaranteed to last for years to come.
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Chute 
20 pc set      

UPC 624636298992

29-899
18/10 polished
20 pc set
2 inners/Master

Designed in 2006

Form meets function
A flatware set for lovers of modern designs, Chute’s 
combination of curved and straight lines exudes 
power and elegance – and it’s continental sizing 
makes it a standout addition to your table. The highly 
polished finish and the unassuming groove down the 
middle of each handle are the ultimate blend of form 
and function. Like all Gourmet Settings patterns, 
Chute has been meticulously designed, engineered 
and tested to be perfectly weighted and balanced, 
ensuring optimal performance and comfort you 
have to feel to believe. Chute is made with premium 
stainless steel and is guaranteed to last for years to 
come.
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Soprano 
20 pc set      

UPC 624636299022

29-902
18/10 polished
20 pc set
2 inners/Master

Designed in 2004

Graceful, slender, and contemporary
Soprano is the continental-sized version of our pop-
ular, award-winning Strand pattern. This pattern was 
designed with all the elegance and grace that made 
Strand a favourite of customers and industry profes-
sionals alike. Its extended proportions will make an 
impression on any guest you invite to your table. Like 
all Gourmet Settings patterns, Soprano has been 
meticulously designed, engineered and tested to be 
perfectly weighted and balanced, ensuring optimal 
performance and comfort you have to feel to be-
lieve. Soprano is made with premium stainless steel 
and is guaranteed to last for years to come.
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Celebration 
20 pc set      

UPC 624636305072

30-507
18/10 polished
20 pc set
2 inners/Master

Designed in 2007

Timeless luxury with jubilant flair
With Celebration’s strong curves and smooth lines, 
you’ll want to use every meal as an opportunity to 
celebrate your good taste. Its gleaming polished 
finish and timeless, modern design will be at home 
on any table. Whether it’s time for brunch or for a 
midnight snack, make it festive with Celebration. 
Like all Gourmet Settings patterns, Celebration has 
been meticulously designed, engineered and tested 
to be perfectly weighted and balanced, ensuring op-
timal performance and comfort you have to feel to 
believe. Celebration is made with premium stainless 
steel and is guaranteed to last for years to come.
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Cami 
20 pc set      

UPC 624636367490

36-749
18/10 polished
20 pc set
2 inners/Master

Designed in 2008

A clean and angular classic
With its modern, geometric contours and smooth 
curves, Cami is a study in harmony. A flatware pat-
tern for those who are looking for contemporary 
style and classic warmth, this oversized Continental 
pattern works well with larger plates and simple 
place settings. Like all Gourmet Settings patterns, 
Cami has been meticulously designed, engineered 
and tested to be perfectly weighted and balanced, 
ensuring optimal performance and comfort you 
have to feel to believe. Cami is made with premium 
stainless steel and is guaranteed to last for years to 
come.
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Cami 
5 pc hostess set      

UPC 624636367537

36-753
18/10 polished
5 pc hostess set
2 inners/Master

Designed in 2008
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Gala 
20 pc set      

UPC 624636367551

36-755
18/10 polished
20 pc set
2 inners/Master

Designed in 2007

Modern style and classic contours
Sleek and simply beautiful, Gala is a contemporary 
pattern with traditional design roots. It has a ver-
satile curved style that’s perfect for any occasion. 
Like all Gourmet Settings patterns, Gala has been 
meticulously designed, engineered and tested to be 
perfectly weighted and balanced, ensuring optimal 
performance and comfort you have to feel to be-
lieve. Gala is made with premium stainless steel and 
is guaranteed to last for years to come.
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Gala 
5 pc hostess set      

UPC 624636367568

36-756
18/10 polished
5 pc hostess set
2 inners/Master

Designed in 2007
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Savannah 
20 pc set      

UPC 624636367520

36-752
18/10 polished
20 pc set
2 inners/Master

Designed in 2009

Modern elegance and classical beauty
Savannah’s clean, modern lines and perfectly pol-
ished finish work with anything you serve up – from a 
simple soft-boiled egg to the most ornate gastro-
nomic adventure. It also boasts a huge selection of 
matching serving pieces and accessories so that 
your table can be fully appointed in Savannah style. 
Like all Gourmet Settings patterns, Savannah has 
been meticulously designed, engineered and tested 
to be perfectly weighted and balanced, ensuring 
optimal performance and comfort you have to feel 
to believe. Savannah is made with premium stainless 
steel and is guaranteed to last for years to come.
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Savannah 
5 pc hostess set      

UPC 624636367575

36-757
18/10 polished
5 pc hostess set
2 inners/Master

Designed in 2009
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Goddess 
20 pc set      

UPC 624636362594

36-259
18/10 polished
20 pc set
2 inners/Master

Designed in 2013

Dramatic beauty and perfect balance
We have created a unique pattern unrivalled in its 
beauty and comfort. Goddess features extreme 
transitions between its narrow and wide forms. The 
elegantly-curved neck area allows this flatware to be 
thin, yet remain extremely strong. One of Goddess’ 
most notable design features is the unconventional 
stand-up knife. The form of the knife transitions ele-
gantly from the vertical blade to the horizontal han-
dle, creating a work of art that is sure to capture the 
attention of your dinner guests. Goddess is made 
with premium stainless steel and is guaranteed to 
last for years to come.
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Old World 
20 pc set      

UPC 624636362617

36-261
18/10 polished
20 pc set
2 inners/Master

Designed in 2013

A Baroque classic, reinterpreted
To create this exquisite and unique pattern, our 
design team took inspiration from Baroque flatware. 
In order to make the pattern truly contemporary, 
all the flourishes and embellishments were wiped 
clean, leaving only the delightful silhouette of the 
flatware handles. A truly formal look is maintained, 
but the contemporary styling also makes Old World 
flatware versatile enough for everyday meals. Like 
all Gourmet Settings patterns, Old World has been 
meticulously designed, engineered and tested to be 
perfectly weighted and balanced, ensuring opti-
mal performance and comfort you have to feel to 
believe. Old World is made with premium stainless 
steel and is guaranteed to last for years to come. 
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Nouveau 
20 pc set      

UPC 624636362631

36-263
18/10 polished
20 pc set
2 inners/Master

Designed in 2013

Victorian flatware, reimagined
Inspired by 19th Century beaded flatware, made 
popular in Victorian England, Nouveau is a reimag-
ining of a classic. Our designers have given this 
exceptional pattern a contemporary look by pro-
gressively spacing the beads that frame the handles. 
Nouveau’s dots dance elegantly around the teardrop 
shaped flatware handles. Like all Gourmet Settings 
patterns, Nouveau has been meticulously designed, 
engineered and tested to be perfectly weighted and 
balanced, ensuring optimal performance and com-
fort you have to feel to believe. Nouveau is made 
with premium stainless steel and is guaranteed to 
last for years to come. 
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Madison 
20 pc set      

UPC 624636362624

36-262
18/10 polished
20 pc set
2 inners/Master

Designed in 2008

Classical meets contemporary
This pattern is the perfect intersection of classical 
forms and the simple elegance of contemporary 
flatware. Our designers have taken the big and beau-
tifully rounded curves of classic flatware design and 
simplified them. The result is a truly sexy pattern 
with elegance, sophistication and modern style. It’s 
perfectly polished finish reflects undeniable Europe-
an grace. Like all Gourmet Settings patterns, Lyric 
has been meticulously designed, engineered and 
tested to be perfectly weighted and balanced, en-
suring optimal performance and comfort you have to 
feel to believe. Lyric is made with premium stainless 
steel and is guaranteed to last for years to come.
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Everyday  
Collection

Strand
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UPC 624636284834

28-483
18/10 matte
45 pc set
2 inners/Master

Carry On 
45 pc set      

Heritage Pattern with a sales  
history of over 20 years ★

Designed in 2000

An award-winning contemporary classic
It’s no coincidence that Carry On is one of our most 
popular patterns. It was designed to be the perfect 
pattern for pretty much any occasion. It has a versa-
tile style that’s suitable for a simple family dinner or 
a dinner party with your favourite group of friends. 
Carry On’s design has been recognized with several 
international awards, including the coveted Red Dot 
Award. Like all Gourmet Settings patterns, Carry On 
has been meticulously designed, engineered and 
tested to be perfectly weighted and balanced, en-
suring optimal performance and comfort you have to 
feel to believe. 

Red Dot  Award 
Winner 1999

American  
Culinary Award 

in 2001
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UPC 624636285008

28-500
18/10 matte
20 pc set
2 inners/Master

Carry On 
20 pc set      

Heritage Pattern with a sales  
history of over 20 years ★

Designed in 2000
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UPC 624636306918

30-691
18/10 matte
5 pc hostess set
2 inners/Master

Carry On 
5 pc hostess set      

Heritage Pattern with a sales  
history of over 20 years ★

Designed in 2000
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Carry On  
open stock

UPC 624636366936

36-693
18/0 matte
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Cocktail fork

UPC 624636367179

36-717
13/0 matte
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Dinner fork

UPC 624636367193

36-719
18/0 matte
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Salad fork

UPC 624636367186

36-718
18/0 matte
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Dinner spoon
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Carry On  
open stock

UPC 624636367216

36-721
18/0 matte
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Teaspoon

UPC 624636367025

36-702
18/0 matte
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Minispoon

UPC 624636367117

36-711
13/0 matte
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Dinner knife

UPC 624636367063

36-706
13/0 matte
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Spreader
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UPC 624636285367

58-536
18/0 matte
12 inner
4 inners/Master

Slotted serving spoon

Carry On  
open stock

UPC 624636285343

28-534
18/0 matte
12 inner
4 inners/Master

UPC 624636285374

28-537
18/0 matte
12 inner
4 inners/Master

UPC 624636285381

28-538
18/0 matte
12 inner
4 inners/Master

Serving fork Serving spoon Lasagna server
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Carry On  
open stock

UPC 624636285398

28-539
18/0 matte
12 inner
4 inners/Master

UPC 624636285602

28-560
18/0 matte
12 inner
4 inners/Master

UPC 624636285411

28-541
13/0 matte
12 inner
4 inners/Master

Cake server Small gravy ladle Cake knife
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Loft 
20 pc set      

Heritage Pattern with a sales  
history of over 20 years ★

UPC 624636283806

28-380
18/0 matte
20 pc set
2 inners/Master

Designed in 2000

Understated assurance
Recognized for excellence in design at the American 
Culinary Awards, Loft’s fluid lines, matte finish, and 
outstanding weight have made this pattern one of 
our most loved for nearly twenty years. Modern and 
versatile, Loft is perfect for any occasion or culinary 
creation. Like all Gourmet Settings patterns, Loft has 
been meticulously designed, engineered and tested 
to be perfectly weighted and balanced, ensuring 
optimal performance and comfort you have to feel 
to believe. Loft is made with premium stainless steel 
and is guaranteed to last for years to come.

American  
Culinary  Award 

Winner 2001
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UPC 624636366066

36-606
18/0 matte
12 inner
4 inners/Master

Slotted serving spoon

Loft  
open stock

UPC 624636366059

36-605
18/0 matte
12 inner
4 inners/Master

UPC 624636366073

36-607
18/0 matte
12 inner
4 inners/Master

Serving fork Serving spoon
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Vault 
20 pc set      

UPC 624636288207

28-820
18/0 matte
20 pc set
2 inners/Master

Designed in 2001

A gently sculptural and modern favourite
Vault’s streamlined contours and velvety matte 
finish are perfectly suited to a contemporary home. 
Perfectly balanced, Vault feels great in your hand – 
you’ll want to run your fingers down its stems and 
rest your thumb in its signature handle grooves. Its 
gently linear style is the perfect finishing touch to 
a modern table setting. Like all Gourmet Settings 
patterns, Vault has been meticulously designed, 
engineered and tested to be perfectly weighted and 
balanced, ensuring optimal performance and com-
fort you have to feel to believe. Vault is made with 
premium stainless steel and is guaranteed to last for 
years to come.
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Vault 
5 pc hostess set      

UPC 624636360804

36-080
18/0 matte
5 pc hostess set
2 inners/Master

Designed in 2001
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Lance 
20 pc set      

UPC 624636288214

28-821
18/0 polished
20 pc set
2 inners/Master

Designed in 2011

Ergonomic perfection
Perfect for both large and small hands, Lance is  
elegant, unassuming and versatile. Its polished  
finish and perfectly-balanced weight make this 
contemporary pattern a pleasure to hold, and its 
gentle curves add a touch of elegance to your table. 
Like all Gourmet Settings patterns, Lance has been 
meticulously designed, engineered and tested to be 
perfectly weighted and balanced, ensuring opti-
mal performance and comfort you have to feel to 
believe. Lance is made with premium stainless steel 
and is guaranteed to last for years to come.
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Studio 
20 pc set      

Heritage Pattern with a sales  
history of over 20 years ★

UPC 624636283622

28-362
18/0 polished
20 pc set
2 inners/Master

Designed in 2000

Classic restraint and modern charm
Studio’s fluid lines, polished finish, and outstanding 
weight make this pattern one of our most highly 
rated. Modern and versatile, Studio is perfect for 
any occasion or culinary creation. Like all Gourmet 
Settings patterns, Studio has been meticulously 
designed, engineered and tested to be perfectly 
weighted and balanced, ensuring optimal perfor-
mance and comfort you have to feel to believe. 
Studio is made with premium stainless steel and is 
guaranteed to last for years to come.
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Smile 
2pc hostess set

Heritage Pattern with a sales  
history of over 20 years ★

UPC 624636283172

28-317
18/0 polished
2 pc set
6 inners/Master

Designed in 2000

Classic restraint and modern charm
Studio’s fluid lines, polished finish, and outstanding 
weight make this pattern one of our most highly 
rated. Modern and versatile, Studio is perfect for 
any occasion or culinary creation. Like all Gourmet 
Settings patterns, Studio has been meticulously 
designed, engineered and tested to be perfectly 
weighted and balanced, ensuring optimal perfor-
mance and comfort you have to feel to believe. 
Studio is made with premium stainless steel and is 
guaranteed to last for years to come.

Applied Arts 
Award for  

packaging in 
2001
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Beam 
20 pc set      

UPC 624636368039

36-803
18/0 matte
20 pc set
2 inners/Master

Designed in 2001

A modern classic with memorable flair
Harmonious shapes and elegant curves lend Beam 
a sense of uncomplicated dignity. Breakfast, lunch, 
dinner – you’ll want to use this strikingly beautiful 
flatware at every opportunity. Beam’s velvety matte 
finish pairs perfectly with its crisp and modern 
handle embellishments. Like all Gourmet Settings 
patterns, Beam has been meticulously designed, 
engineered and tested to be perfectly weighted and 
balanced, ensuring optimal performance and com-
fort you have to feel to believe. Beam is made with 
premium stainless steel and is guaranteed to last for 
years to come.
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Beam 
5 pc hostess set      

UPC 624636360811

36-081
18/0 matte
5 pc hostess set
2 inners/Master

Designed in 2001
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Metro 
20 pc set      

Heritage Pattern with a sales  
history of over 20 years ★

UPC 624636283813

28-381
18/0 matte
20 pc set
2 inners/Master

Designed in 2000

A multi-faceted masterpiece
Sharp angles, linear lines – Metro captures the  
essence of modern design with true elegance. Its  
architectural contours and facets pair beautifully 
with its matte finish. Metro is perfectly suited to a 
metropolitan lifestyle. Like all Gourmet Settings 
patterns, Metro has been meticulously designed, 
engineered and tested to be perfectly weighted and 
balanced, ensuring optimal performance and com-
fort you have to feel to believe. Metro is made with 
premium stainless steel and is guaranteed to last  
for years to come.
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Metro
5 pc hostess set      

Heritage Pattern with a sales  
history of over 20 years ★

UPC 624636360828

36-082
18/0 matte
5 pc hostess set
2 inners/Master

Designed in 2000
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Non Stop  
20 pc set      

Heritage Pattern with a sales  
history of over 20 years ★

UPC 624636285015

28-501
18/0 matte
20 pc set
2 inners/Master

Designed in 2000

Ergonomic perfection
So perfectly balanced, you’ll pause to marvel at 
how comfortably it fits in your hand – Non Stop 
has been engineered to be one of the most com-
fortable flatware sets around. This award-winning 
pattern’s ergonomic integrity, timeless design, and 
velvety matte finish make it versatile enough for any 
occasion. Like all Gourmet Settings patterns, Non 
Stop has been meticulously designed, engineered 
and tested to be perfectly weighted and balanced, 
ensuring optimal performance and comfort you have 
to feel to believe. 

American  
Culinary Award 

Winner 2001
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UPC 624636366196

36-619
18/0 matte
12 inner
4 inners/Master

Slotted serving spoon

Non Stop  
open stock

UPC 624636366189

36-618
18/0 matte
12 inner
4 inners/Master

UPC 624636366202

36-620
18/0 matte
12 inner
4 inners/Master

Serving fork Serving spoon
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Strand   
20 pc set      

Heritage Pattern with a sales  
history of over 20 years ★

UPC 624636284889

28-488
18/0 polished
20 pc set
2 inners/Master

Designed in 2000

Award-winning simplicity and grace
It’s no coincidence that Strand is one of our most 
popular patterns. It was designed to be the perfect 
flatware for any occasion, from a simple pancake 
breakfast to an elegant dinner party. Strand was 
awarded a coveted American Culinary Award for its 
clean lines and graceful design. Like all Gourmet 
Settings patterns, Strand has been meticulously 
designed, engineered and tested to be perfectly 
weighted and balanced, ensuring optimal perfor-
mance and comfort you have to feel to believe. 
Strand is made with premium stainless steel and is 
guaranteed to last for years to come.

American  
Culinary Award 
Winner 2001 + 

2006
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UPC 624636366134

36-613
18/0 polished
12 inner
4 inners/Master

Slotted serving spoon

Strand 
open stock

UPC 624636366127

36-612
18/0 polished
12 inner
4 inners/Master

UPC 624636251195

25-119
18/0 polished
12 inner
4 inners/Master

Serving fork Serving spoon
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Steak Knives   
4 pc set      
UPC 624636282243

28-224
13/0 matte
4 pc set
4 inners/Master

More power. Better handling. Great curves. 
Our steak knives will be the sharpest tools in the 
drawer! We sourced the highest grade 13/0 stainless 
steel to create a steak knife with a serrated edge 
that runs the full length of the blade for maximum 
cutting surface. Perfectly weighted and made with 
heat-forged stainless steel, these knives will cut 
through any steak like butter – and their quality is 
guaranteed for years to come.

Featured in  
O The Oprah 

Magazine  
2006
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Windermere   
20 pc set      

Heritage Pattern with a sales  
history of over 20 years ★

UPC 624636360217

36-021
18/10 polished
20 pc set
4 inners/Master

Designed in 1999

Perfectly elegant. Perfectly balanced. 
Windermere’s clean, smooth, modern lines and per-
fectly polished finish will complement anything you 
serve up – from a simple soft-boiled egg to the most 
ornate formal affair. Windermere also boasts many 
matching serving pieces and accessories so that 
your table can be fully equipped. With its seamless 
finish, Windermere’s elegant simplicity is sure to 
complement any table setting or home decor. Like 
all Gourmet Settings patterns, Windermere has been 
meticulously designed, engineered and tested to be 
perfectly weighted and balanced, ensuring optimal 
performance and comfort you have to feel to believe. 
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Hotel 
20 pc set      

Heritage Pattern with a sales  
history of over 20 years ★

UPC 624636284346

28-434
18/0 matte
20 pc set
2 inners/Master

Designed in 2000

Simple, graceful and distinctly angular
It’s no coincidence that Hotel is so well reviewed. 
It was designed to be the perfect pattern for nearly 
any occasion. Its modern matte finish, clean lines, 
and angular knife design add a distinctly industrial 
flair to this pattern. Versatile and durable, Hotel is 
perfectly functional and affordable. Like all Gour-
met Settings patterns, Hotel has been meticulously 
designed, engineered and tested to be perfectly 
weighted and balanced, ensuring optimal perfor-
mance and comfort you have to feel to believe. Hotel 
is made with premium stainless steel and is guaran-
teed to last for years to come.
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Cruise 
45 pc set      

Heritage Pattern with a sales  
history of over 20 years ★

UPC 624636284803

28-480
18/0 polished
45 pc set
2 inners/Master

Designed in 2000

Smooth, sleek and sophisticated
With its smooth curves evocative of ocean waves, 
Cruise will be a sleek addition to your table. Its 
versatile style is suitable for any occasion, from a 
simple breakfast for two to an elegant al fresco din-
ner. One of our most fluid patterns, Cruise has just 
the right amount of curves. Like all Gourmet Settings 
patterns, Cruise has been meticulously designed, 
engineered and tested to be perfectly weighted and 
balanced, ensuring optimal performance and com-
fort you have to feel to believe. Cruise is made with 
premium stainless steel and is guaranteed to last for 
years to come.
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Oxford 
20 pc set      

Heritage Pattern with a sales  
history of over 20 years ★

UPC 624636284827

28-482
18/0 polished
20 pc set
2 inners/Master

Designed in 2000

Traditional details, modern simplicity
Sleek and understated, Oxford is a contemporary 
pattern with traditional roots. It has a versatile style 
that’s perfect for a casual brunch or an elegant din-
ner party with your favourite group of friends. Oxford 
has a beautiful polished finish, exquisite curves, and 
a signature handle design. Like all Gourmet Settings 
patterns, Oxford has been meticulously designed, 
engineered and tested to be perfectly weighted and 
balanced, ensuring optimal performance and com-
fort you have to feel to believe. Oxford is made with 
premium stainless steel and is guaranteed to last for 
years to come.
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Echo 
20 pc set      

UPC 624636341759

34-175
18/0 matte
20 pc set
2 inners/Master

Designed in 2015

Refined lines and Scandinavian elegance
Echo is elegant, unassuming and versatile. Its 
polished finish, elegance, and refined lines will add 
a touch of elegance to any table. Like all Gourmet 
Settings patterns, Echo has been meticulously 
designed, engineered and tested to be perfectly 
weighted and balanced, ensuring optimal perfor-
mance and comfort you have to feel to believe. Echo 
is made with premium stainless steel and is guaran-
teed to last for years to come.
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Blush 
20 pc set      

UPC 624636341766

34-176
18/0 polished
20 pc set
2 inners/Master

Designed in 2007

Modern, elegant styling with bold panache
Blush is a modern pattern with traditional roots. Its 
handsome squared handle ends and subtle ridge 
design give this pattern a look all its own. Its beauti-
ful polished finish and versatile style make it perfect 
for any occasion. Like all Gourmet Settings patterns, 
Blush has been meticulously designed, engineered 
and tested to be perfectly weighted and balanced, 
ensuring optimal performance and comfort you 
have to feel to believe. Blush is made with premium 
stainless steel and is guaranteed to last for years to 
come.
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Melody 
20 pc set      

UPC 624636341773

34-177
18/0 polished
20 pc set
2 inners/Master

Designed in 2015

Alluring curves and understated sophistication
Sleek and understated, Melody is a contemporary 
pattern with traditional roots and a signature handle 
edge design. It has a versatile style that’s perfect for 
a casual brunch or an elegant dinner party with your 
favourite group of friends. Melody has a beautiful 
polished finish which highlights its alluring curves. 
Like all Gourmet Settings patterns, Melody has been 
meticulously designed, engineered and tested to be 
perfectly weighted and balanced, ensuring optimal 
performance and comfort you have to feel to be-
lieve. Melody is made with premium stainless steel 
and is guaranteed to last for years to come. 
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Handmade  
Collection

Avalon
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Avalon 
20 pc set      

UPC 624636343524

34-352
18/10 charcoal forged
20 pc set
3 inners/Master

Designed in 2007

Classical elegance with old world charm 
With Avalon, we’ve successfully merged classical  
elegance with a rustic handmade pattern. The 
beautifully polished heads pair perfectly with the 
textured, handcrafted handles. Highly detailed  
Medieval-style embellishments will delicately com-
plement any table setting. Like all Gourmet Settings 
patterns, Avalon has been meticulously designed, 
engineered and tested to be perfectly weighted and 
balanced, ensuring optimal performance and com-
fort you have to feel to believe. Avalon is made with 
premium stainless steel and is guaranteed to last for 
years to come.
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Avalon  
5 pc hostess set    

UPC 624636353548

35-354
18/10 charcoal forged
5 pc hostess set
3 inners/Master

Designed in 2007
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Avalon  
accessories

UPC 624636349168

34-916
13/0 charcoal 
forged
4 pc spreaders
6 inners/Master

UPC 624636349151

34-915
18/0 charcoal 
forged
4 pc minispoons
3 inners/Master

UPC 624636349175

34-917
18/0 charcoal 
forged
4 pc cocktail forks
6 inners/Master

Spreaders Minispoons Cocktail forks
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UPC 624636344118

34-411
18/10 charcoal 
forged
12 inner
4 inners/Master

Slotted serving spoon

Avalon  
open stock

UPC 624636344125

34-412
18/10 charcoal 
forged
12 inner
4 inners/Master

UPC 624636344101

34-410
18/10 charcoal 
forged
12 inner
4 inners/Master

Serving fork Serving spoon
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Exotique Platinum  
20 pc set    

UPC 624636344064

34-406
18/10 matte forged
20 pc set
3 inners/Master

Designed in 2010

Rustic and refined artistry
A seamless blend of refined elegance and hand-
crafted rustic charm, there’s no question about 
it – Exotique Platinum is a unique pattern that will 
have everyone talking! It has a versatile style that’s 
suitable for anything from a simple brunch date 
to a dinner party with friends. Exotique has beau-
tifully polished heads, perfectly balanced matte 
handles, and a personality that won’t quit. Like all 
Gourmet Settings patterns, Exotique Platinum has 
been meticulously designed, engineered and tested 
to be perfectly weighted and balanced, ensuring 
optimal performance and comfort you have to feel 
to believe. Exotique Platinum is made with premium 
stainless steel and is guaranteed to last for years to 
come.
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Exotique Platinum  
5 pc hostess set    

UPC 624636340318

34-031
18/10 matte forged
5 pc hostess set
3 inners/Master

Designed in 2010
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Exotique Platinum  
accessories

UPC 624636341056

34-105
13/0 matte forged
4 pc spreaders
6 inners/Master

UPC 624636349069

34-906
18/10 matte forged
4 pc minispoons
6 inners/Master

UPC 624636349083

34-908
18/10 matte forged
4 pc cocktail forks
6 inners/Master

Spreaders Minispoons Cocktail forks
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Montana  
20 pc set   

UPC 624636344231

34-423
18/10 charcoal forged
20 pc set
3 inners/Master

Designed in 2008

Rugged good looks with contemporary style
Made with heat-forged stainless steel, Montana 
has farmhouse chic written all over it. This unique 
pattern is versatile enough to look just as great 
paired with rustic linen napkins and simple white 
dinnerware as it does with bright fiesta plates and a 
harvest table. With its matte black handles and pol-
ished steel tops, Montana is a set you’ll want to grab 
again and again. Like all Gourmet Settings patterns, 
Metro has been meticulously designed, engineered 
and tested to be perfectly weighted and balanced, 
ensuring optimal performance and comfort you  
have to feel to believe. Metro is made with premium 
stainless steel and is guaranteed to last for years  
to come.
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Montana  
5 pc hostess set   

UPC 624636344241

34-424
18/10 matte forged
5 pc hostess set
3 inners/Master

Designed in 2010
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Marina  
20 pc set   
UPC 624636343463

34-346
18/10 polished forged
20 pc set
3 inners/Master

Rustic flair with a charming twist
A seamless blend of refined luxury and handcrafted 
rustic charm, there’s no doubt about it – Marina is  
a unique pattern that will have everyone talking and 
will add personality to any meal! Like all Gourmet 
Settings patterns, Marina has been meticulously 
designed, engineered and tested to be perfectly 
weighted and balanced, ensuring optimal perfor-
mance and comfort you have to feel to believe. 
Marina is made with premium stainless steel and is 
guaranteed to last for years to come.
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Silver Tear  
20 pc set   

UPC 624636344040

34-404
18/10 polished forged
20 pc set
3 inners/Master

Designed in 2010

Rustic flair with a charming twist
A seamless blend of refined luxury and handcrafted 
rustic charm, there’s no doubt about it – Silver Tear 
is a unique pattern that will have everyone talking 
and will add personality to any meal! Its signature 
twisted handle sets it apart from any other flatware. 
Like all Gourmet Settings patterns, Silver Tear has 
been meticulously designed, engineered and tested 
to be perfectly weighted and balanced, ensuring op-
timal performance and comfort you have to feel to 
believe. Silver Tear is made with premium stainless 
steel and is guaranteed to last for years to come.
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Silver Tear  
5 pc hostess set   

UPC 624636340301

34-030
18/10 polished forged
5 pc hostess set
3 inners/Master

Designed in 2010
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Silver Tear  
accessories

UPC 624636341032

34-103
13/0 polished 
forged
4 pc spreaders
6 inners/Master

UPC 624636349045

34-904
13/0 polished 
forged
4 pc minispoons
6 inners/Master

UPC 624636349106

34-910
13/0 polished 
forged
4 pc cocktail forks
6 inners/Master

Spreaders Minispoons Cocktail forks
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Treble Clef  
20 pc set   

UPC 624636353502

34-350
18/10 charcoal forged
20 pc set
3 inners/Master

Designed in 2007

Unique artisanal charm
Made of heat-forged stainless steel, Treble Clef has 
rustic chic written all over it. This unique pattern is 
surprisingly versatile – it looks just as great paired 
with rustic linen napkins and textured stoneware 
and it does with bright fiesta plates and a harvest ta-
ble. With its matte black handles and polished steel 
tops, Treble Clef is charming, warm, and approach-
able. Like all Gourmet Settings patterns, Treble 
Clef has been meticulously designed, engineered 
and tested to be perfectly weighted and balanced, 
ensuring optimal performance and comfort you have 
to feel to believe. Treble Clef is made with premium 
stainless steel and is guaranteed to last for years  
to come.
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Treble Clef  
5 pc hostess set   

UPC 624636340332

34-033
18/10 charcoal forged
5 pc hostess set
3 inners/Master

Designed in 2007
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Treble Clef – 
accessories

UPC 624636341087

34-108
13/0 charcoal 
forged
4 pc spreaders
6 inners/Master

UPC 624636349006

34-900
18/10 charcoal 
forged
4 pc minispoons
3 inners/Master

UPC 624636349113

34-911
18/10 charcoal 
forged
4 pc cocktail forks
6 inners/Master

Spreaders Minispoons Cocktail forks
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UPC 624636343616

34-361
18/10 charcoal 
forged
12 inner
3 inners/Master

Slotted serving spoon

Treble Clef  
open stock

UPC 624636343623

34-362
18/10 charcoal 
forged
12 inner
6 inners/Master

UPC 624636343609

34-360
18/10 charcoal 
forged
12 inner
6 inners/Master

UPC 62463633661

34-366
13/0 charcoal 
forged
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Serving fork Serving spoon Dinner knife
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Treble Clef  
open stock

UPC 624636343647

34-364
18/10 charcoal 
forged
24 inner
3 inners/Master

UPC 624636343708

34-370
13/10 charcoal 
forged
24 inner
3 inners/Master

UPC 62463633692

34-369
18/10 charcoal 
forged
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Cocktail forkSalad fork

UPC 624636343678

34-367
18/10 charcoal 
forged
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Dinner fork Dinner spoon
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Treble Clef  
open stock

UPC 624636343685

34-368
18/10 charcoal 
forged
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Teaspoon
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Twist  
20 pc set   

UPC 624636344187

34-418
18/10 polished forged
20 pc set
3 inners/Master

Designed in 2007

Handcrafted charisma with a twist
A seamless blend of refined luxury and handcrafted 
rustic charm, there’s no doubt about it – Twist is a 
unique pattern for the young, and young at heart! It 
has a versatile style that’s suitable for anything from 
a simple brunch date to a dinner party with friends. 
Twist is brilliantly polished and has a personali-
ty that’s sure to charm anyone. Like all Gourmet 
Settings patterns, Twist has been meticulously 
designed, engineered and tested to be perfectly 
weighted and balanced, ensuring optimal perfor-
mance and comfort you have to feel to believe. Twist 
is made with premium stainless steel and is guaran-
teed to last for years to come.
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Twist  
5 pc hostess set   

UPC 624636347010

34-701
18/10 polished forged
5 pc hostess set
3 inners/Master

Designed in 2007
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Twist  
accessories

UPC 624636341117

34-111
13/0 polished 
forged
4 pc spreaders
6 inners/Master

UPC 624636349021

34-902
18/10 polished 
forged
4 pc minispoons
3 inners/Master

UPC 624636349076

34-907
18/10 polished 
forged
4 pc cocktail forks
6 inners/Master

Spreaders Minispoons Cocktail forks
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Twist N Shout  
20 pc set   

UPC 624636285916

28-591
18/10 charcoal forged
20 pc set
3 inners/Master

Designed in 2007

Handcrafted charisma with a dark twist
A seamless blend of refined luxury and handcrafted  
rustic charm, there’s no doubt about it – Twist N 
Shout is a unique pattern for the young, and young 
at heart! It has a versatile style that’s suitable for 
anything from a simple brunch date to a dinner party 
with friends. Twist N Shout boasts brilliantly pol-
ished heads and heat forged black handles. Like all 
Gourmet Settings patterns, Twist N Shout has been 
meticulously designed, engineered and tested to be 
perfectly weighted and balanced, ensuring optimal 
performance and comfort you have to feel to be-
lieve. Twist N Shout is made with premium stainless 
steel and is guaranteed to last for years to come.
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Twist N Shout 
5 pc hostess set   

UPC 624636347027

34-702
18/10 charcoal forged
5 pc hostess set
3 inners/Master

Designed in 2007
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Twist N Shout  
accessories

UPC 624636341063

34-106
13/0 charcoal 
forged
4 pc spreaders
6 inners/Master

UPC 624636349011

34-901
18/10 charcoal  
forged
4 pc minispoons
3 inners/Master

UPC 624636349137

34-913
18/10 charcoal  
forged
4 pc cocktail forks
6 inners/Master

Spreaders Minispoons Cocktail forks
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Colors  
Collection

Farro
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Ash (stone finish)
20 pc set   
UPC 624636341568

34-156
18/10 rumbled
20 pc set
2 inners/Master

A modern classic with a signature finish
Ash is a contemporary take on traditional flatware 
forms. Its design retains all the elegance of tradi-
tional silverware but this pattern is undeniably mod-
ern. Ash, with its subtly tumbled finish, will take you 
from a casual breakfast to an elegant dinner party 
and all the meals in between. Like all Gourmet Set-
tings patterns, Ash has been meticulously designed, 
engineered and tested to be perfectly weighted 
and balanced, ensuring optimal performance and 
comfort you have to feel to believe. Ash is made with 
premium stainless steel and is guaranteed to last for 
years to come.
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Ash (stone finish)
5 pc hostess set   
UPC 624636341575

34-157
18/10 rumbled
5 pc hostess set
2 inners/Master
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Ash (stone finish)
accessories

UPC 624636341582

34-158
18/10 rumbled
4 pc spreaders
4 inners/Master

UPC 624636341599

34-159
18/10 rumbled
4 pc minispoons
4 inners/Master

UPC 624636341605

34-160
18/10 rumbled
4 pc cocktail forks
4 inners/Master

Spreaders Minispoons Cocktail forks
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Ebony (black PVD)
20 pc set   
UPC 624636341704

34-170
18/10 rumbled
20 pc set
2 inners/Master

A modern classic with an alluring dark side
Ebony is a contemporary take on traditional flat-
ware forms. Its design retains all the elegance of 
traditional silverware but this pattern is undeniably 
modern. Ebony, with its subtly tumbled dark finish, 
will take you from your morning black coffee to 
a black tie evening and all the meals in between. 
Like all Gourmet Settings patterns, Ebony has been 
meticulously designed, engineered and tested to be 
perfectly weighted and balanced, ensuring opti-
mal performance and comfort you have to feel to 
believe. Ebony is made with premium stainless steel 
and is guaranteed to last for years to come.
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Ebony (black PVD) 
5 pc hostess set   
UPC 624636341711

34-151
18/10 rumbled
5 pc hostess set
2 inners/Master
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Ebony (black PVD) 
accessories

UPC 624636341728

34-172
18/10 rumbled
4 pc spreaders
4 inners/Master

UPC 624636341735

34-173
18/10 rumbled
4 pc minispoons
4 inners/Master

UPC 624636341742

34-174
18/10 rumbled
4 pc cocktail forks
4 inners/Master

Spreaders Minispoons Cocktail forks
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Birch (gold) 
20 pc set   
UPC 624636341650

34-165
18/10 rumbled
20 pc set
2 inners/Master

A modern classic with golden flair
Birch is a contemporary take on traditional flat-
ware forms. Its design retains all the elegance of 
traditional silverware but this pattern is undeniably 
modern. Birch, with its subtly tumbled golden finish, 
will take you from a casual breakfast to an elegant 
dinner party and all the meals in between. Like all 
Gourmet Settings patterns, Birch has been me-
ticulously designed, engineered and tested to be 
perfectly weighted and balanced, ensuring optimal 
performance and comfort you have to feel to be-
lieve. Birch is made with premium stainless steel and 
is guaranteed to last for years to come.
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Birch (gold) 
5 pc hostess set   
UPC 624636341667

34-166
18/10 rumbled
5 pc hostess set
2 inners/Master
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Birch (gold) 
accessories

UPC 624636341674

34-167
18/10 rumbled
4 pc spreaders
4 inners/Master

UPC 624636341681

34-168
18/10 rumbled
4 pc minispoons
4 inners/Master

UPC 624636341698

34-169
18/10 rumbled
4 pc cocktail forks
4 inners/Master

Spreaders Minispoons Cocktail forks
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Maple (rose gold) 
20 pc set   
UPC 624636341612

34-161
18/10 rumbled
20 pc set
2 inners/Master

A modern classic with a copper sheen
Maple is a contemporary take on traditional flat-
ware forms. Its design retains all the elegance of 
traditional silverware but this pattern is undeniably 
modern. Maple, with its subtly tumbled copper 
finish, will take you from a casual breakfast to an 
elegant dinner party and all the meals in between. 
Like all Gourmet Settings patterns, Maple has been 
meticulously designed, engineered and tested to be 
perfectly weighted and balanced, ensuring opti-
mal performance and comfort you have to feel to 
believe. Maple is made with premium stainless steel 
and is guaranteed to last for years to come.
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Maple (rose gold)
5 pc hostess set   
UPC 624636341629

34-162
18/10 rumbled
5 pc hostess set
2 inners/Master
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Maple (rose gold) 
accessories

UPC 624636341636

34-163
18/10 rumbled
4 pc spreaders
4 inners/Master

UPC 624636341643

34-164
18/10 rumbled
4 pc minispoons
4 inners/Master

UPC 624636341834

34-183
18/10 rumbled
4 pc cocktail forks
4 inners/Master

Spreaders Minispoons Cocktail forks
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Farro  
20 pc set   
UPC 624636341780

34-178
18/0 matte
20 pc set
2 inners/Master

A contemporary favourite with a golden touch
Farro is a new golden twist on our top-selling Loft 
pattern. Recognized for excellence in design at 
the American Culinary Awards, its fluid lines, matte 
finish, and outstanding weight has made it one of 
our most loved for nearly twenty years. With its 
golden finish, Farro will add flair to any table setting. 
Like all Gourmet Settings patterns, Farro has been 
meticulously designed, engineered and tested to be 
perfectly weighted and balanced, ensuring opti-
mal performance and comfort you have to feel to 
believe. Farro is made with premium stainless steel 
and is guaranteed to last for years to come.
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Farro  
5 pc hostess set   
UPC 624636341797

34-179
18/0 matte
5 pc hostess set
2 inners/Master
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Farro  
accessories

UPC 624636341803

34-180
18/0 matte
4 pc spreaders
4 inners/Master

UPC 624636341810

34-181
18/0 matte
4 pc minispoons
4 inners/Master

UPC 624636341827

34-182
18/0 matte
4 pc cocktail forks
4 inners/Master

Spreaders Minispoons Cocktail forks
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Open 
Stock

Windermere
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Windermere
Perfectly elegant. Perfectly balanced.
Windermere’s clean, smooth, modern lines and per-
fectly polished finish will complement anything you 
serve up – from a simple soft-boiled egg to the most 
ornate formal affair. Windermere also boasts many 
matching serving pieces and accessories so that 
your table can be fully equipped. With its seamless 
finish, Windermere’s elegant simplicity is sure to 
complement any table setting or home decor. Like 
all Gourmet Settings patterns, Windermere has been 
meticulously designed, engineered and tested to be 
perfectly weighted and balanced, ensuring opti-
mal performance and comfort you have to feel to 
believe. Windermere is made with premium stainless 
steel and is guaranteed to last for years to come.
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Windermere

UPC 624636360422

36-042
18/10 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Salad fork

UPC 624636360439

36-043
18/10 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Dinner fork

UPC 624636380222

38-022
18/10 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Cocktail fork

UPC 624636360415

36-041
18/10 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Dinner spoon
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Windermere

UPC 624636360385

36-038
18/10 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Demitasse spoon

UPC 624636380598

38-059
18/10 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Spreader

UPC 624636360408

36-040
18/10 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Teaspoon

UPC 624636360446

36-044
13/0 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Dinner knife
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UPC 624636380017

38-001
18/10 polished
8 inner
6 inners/Master

Slotted serving spoon

Windermere

UPC 624636380024

38-002
18/10 polished
8 inner
6 inners/Master

Serving spoon

UPC 624636380031

38-003
18/10 polished
8 inner
6 inners/Master

Lasagna server

UPC 624636380055

38-005
18/10 polished
8 inner
6 inners/Master

Serving fork
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Windermere

UPC 624636380046

38-004
18/10 polished
8 inner
6 inners/Master

UPC 624636380116

38-011
18/10 polished
12 inner
4 inners/Master

UPC 624636380123

38-012
13/0 polished
12 inner
4 inners/Master

Cake server Ice scoop Cake knife

UPC 624636380062

38-006
18/10 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Iced tea spoon
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Windermere

UPC 624636380147

38-014
18/10 polished
8 inner
6 inners/Master

UPC 624636380154

38-015
18/10 polished
12 inner
4 inners/Master

UPC 624636380161

38-016
18/10 polished
12 inner
4 inners/Master

UPC 624636380192

38-019
18/10 polished
8 inner
6 inners/Master

Soup ladle Punch ladle Gravy ladle (small) Salad tong
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Windermere

UPC 624636384037

38-043
18/10 polished
8 inner
6 inners/Master

UPC 624636380260

38-026
18/10 polished
8 inner
6 inners/Master

Large scissor tong

UPC 624636380246

38-024
13/0 polished
8 inner
6 inners/Master

Fish serving knife Multipurpose server

UPC 624636380420

38-042
18/10 polished
8 inner
6 inners/Master

Small scissor tong
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Windermere

UPC 624636380581

38-058
18/10 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

UPC 624636380659

38-065
18/10 polished
8 inner
6 inners/Master

Chowder spoon Casserole spoon

UPC 624636380253

38-025
18/10 polished
8 inner
6 inners/Master

Spaghetti server
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Savannah
Modern Elegance and classical beauty
Savannah’s clean, modern lines and perfectly pol-
ished finish work with anything you serve up – from a 
simple soft-boiled egg to the most ornate gastro-
nomic adventure. It also boasts a huge selection of 
matching serving pieces and accessories so that 
your table can be fully appointed in Savannah style. 
Like all Gourmet Settings patterns, Savannah has 
been meticulously designed, engineered and tested 
to be perfectly weighted and balanced, ensuring 
optimal performance and comfort you have to feel 
to believe. Savannah is made with premium stainless 
steel and is guaranteed to last for years to come.
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Savannah

UPC 624636380697

38-069
18/10 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

UPC 624636380703

38-070
18/10 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

UPC 624636380710

38-071
18/10 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

UPC 624636380727

38-072
18/10 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Dinner fork Salad fork Dessert fork Tablespoon
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Savannah

UPC 624636380734

38-073
18/10 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

UPC 624636380741

38-074
18/10 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

UPC 624636380758

38-075
18/10 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

UPC 624636380765

38-076
18/10 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Teaspoon Dessert spoon Demitasse spoon Soup spoon
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Savannah

UPC 624636380772

38-077
13/0 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

UPC 624636380789

38-078
13/0 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

UPC 624636380796

38-079
13/0 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

UPC 624636380802

38-080
13/0 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Dinner knife (hollow handle) Dinner knife (solid) Fish knife Spreader
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Savannah

UPC 624636380819

38-081
13/0 polished
6 inner
12 inners/Master

Steak knife

UPC 624636380826

38-082
18/10 polished
8 inner
6 inners/Master

Serving spoon

UPC 624636380833

38-083
18/10 polished
8 inner
6 inners/Master

Slotted serving spoon

UPC 624636380840

38-084
18/10 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Serving fork 
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Alto
Continental elegance with modern purity 
Strong and sleek, Alto is Continental flatware of 
the highest class. Its perfect curves and impec-
cably polished finish beg to be held, and its clean 
and modern design fits equally well into a modern 
environment as into a traditional place setting. 
Like all Gourmet Settings patterns, Alto has been 
meticulously designed, engineered and tested to be 
perfectly weighted and balanced, ensuring optimal 
performance and comfort you have to feel to be-
lieve. Alto is made with premium stainless steel and 
is guaranteed to last for years to come.
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Alto

UPC 624636281109

28-110
18/10 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

UPC 624636281116

28-111
18/10 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Dinner fork Salad fork

UPC 624636281123

28-112
18/10 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Dinner spoon

UPC 624636281154

28-115
18/10 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Cocktail fork
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Alto

UPC 624636281147

28-114
13/0 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Dinner knife

UPC 624636281161

28-116
13/0 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Spreader

UPC 624636281178

28-117
18/10 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Demitasse spoon

UPC 624636281130

28-113
18/10 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Teaspoon
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Alto

UPC 624636281185

28-118
18/10 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

UPC 624636281208

28-120
18/10 polished
12 inner
4 inners/Master

UPC 624636281192

28-119
18/10 polished
12 inner
4 inners/Master

UPC 624636281215

28-121
18/10 polished
12 inner
4 inners/Master

Iced tea spoon Serving fork Serving spoon Slotted serving spoon
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Alto

UPC 624636281222

28-123
18/10 polished
12 inner
4 inners/Master

UPC 624636281239

28-123
18/10 polished
12 inner
4 inners/Master

UPC 624636281246

28-124
18/10 polished
12 inner
4 inners/Master

Lasagna server Pie server Gravy ladle
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Ginger
Contemporary contours and timeless grace
Ginger’s classic and graceful design is a timeless 
and elegant addition to any table. Its exquisite and 
subtle curves are sure to impress any dinner guest 
or bring a splash of charm to even the simplest 
family meal. Like all Gourmet Settings patterns, 
Ginger has been meticulously designed, engineered 
and tested to be perfectly weighted and balanced, 
ensuring optimal performance and comfort you 
have to feel to believe. Ginger is made with premium 
stainless steel and is guaranteed to last for years to 
come.
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UPC 624636369166

36-916
18/0 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Dinner spoon

Ginger

UPC 624636369135

36-913
18/0 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

UPC 624636369159

36-915
18/0 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Dinner fork Salad fork

UPC 624636369197

36-919
18/0 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Cocktail fork
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UPC 624636369128

36-912
13/0 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Dinner knife

UPC 624636369173

36-917
13/0 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Spreader

Ginger

UPC 624636369142

36-914
18/0 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Teaspoon

UPC 624636369180

36-918
18/0 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Demitasse spoon
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Ginger

UPC 624636369217

36-921
18/0 polished
12 inner
4 inners/Master

UPC 624636369203

36-920
18/0 polished
12 inner
4 inners/Master

UPC 624636369227

36-922
18/0 polished
12 inner
4 inners/Master

UPC 624636369234

36-923
18/0 polished
12 inner
4 inners/Master

Serving fork Serving spoon Slotted serving spoon Pie server
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Ginger

UPC 624636369241

36-924
18/0 polished
12 inner
4 inners/Master

UPC 624636369258

36-925
18/0 polished
12 inner
4 inners/Master

UPC 624636369098

36-909
18/0 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Lasagna server Gravy ladle Iced tea spoon
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Arc
Perfectly-proportioned bold elegance
An enhanced version of our award-winning Balance 
pattern, Arc’s black forged handles add a layer of 
luxury to this refined flatware. Like all Gourmet Set-
tings patterns, Arc has been meticulously designed, 
engineered and tested to be perfectly weighted 
and balanced, ensuring optimal performance and 
comfort you have to feel to believe. Arc is made with 
premium stainless steel and is guaranteed to last for 
years to come.  
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Arc

UPC 624636349328

34-932
18/10 matte  
blackened handle
24 inner
3 inners/Master

UPC 624636349342

34-934
18/10 matte 
blackened handle
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Dinner fork Salad fork

UPC 624636349311

34-931
18/10 matte 
blackened handle
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Dinner spoon

UPC 624636349304

34-930
18/10 matte  
blackened handle
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Teaspoon
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Arc

UPC 624636349410

34-941
18/10 matte  
blackened handle
8 inner
6 inners/Master

UPC 624636349403

34-940
18/10 matte  
blackened handle
8 inner
6 inners/Master

UPC 624636349397

34-939
18/10 matte  
blackened handle
8 inner
6 inners/Master

Serving fork Serving spoon Slotted serving spoon

UPC 624636349335

34-933
18/10 matte  
blackened handle
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Dinner knife
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Oxford
Traditional details, modern simplicity
Sleek and understated, Oxford is a contemporary 
pattern with traditional roots. It has a versatile style 
that’s perfect for a casual brunch or an elegant din-
ner party with your favourite group of friends. Oxford 
has a beautiful polished finish, exquisite curves, and 
a signature handle design. Like all Gourmet Settings 
patterns, Oxford has been meticulously designed, 
engineered and tested to be perfectly weighted and 
balanced, ensuring optimal performance and com-
fort you have to feel to believe. Oxford is made with 
premium stainless steel and is guaranteed to last for 
years to come.
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Oxford

UPC 624636361412

36-141
18/0 polished
12 inner
4 inners/Master

UPC 624636361405

36-140
18/0 polished
12 inner
4 inners/Master

UPC 624636361429

36-142
18/0 polished
12 inner
4 inners/Master

UPC 624636361436

36-143
18/0 polished
12 inner
4 inners/Master

Serving fork Serving spoon Slotted serving spoon Pie server
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Oxford

UPC 624636361443

36-143
18/0 polished
12 inner
4 inners/Master

Lasagna server
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Anise
A gently sculptural modern favorite
Anise’s soft contours and brilliantly polished fin-
ish are perfectly suited to a contemporary home. 
Perfectly balanced, Anise feels great in your hand 
– you’ll want to run your fingers down its stems and 
rest your thumb in its signature handle grooves. Its 
gently linear style is the perfect finishing touch to 
a modern table setting. Like all Gourmet Settings 
patterns, Anise has been meticulously designed, 
engineered and tested to be perfectly weighted and 
balanced, ensuring optimal performance and com-
fort you have to feel to believe. Anise is made with 
premium stainless steel and is guaranteed to last for 
years to come.
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UPC 624636363225

36-322
18/0 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Cocktail fork

Anise

UPC 624636363171

36-317
18/0 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

UPC 624636363195

36-319
18/0 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

UPC 624636363188

36-318
18/0 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Dinner fork Salad fork Dinner spoon
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UPC 624636363164

36-316
13/0 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Dinner knife

UPC 624636363232

36-323
13/0 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Spreader

Anise

UPC 624636363201

36-320
18/0 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Teaspoon

UPC 624636363218

36-321
18/0 polished
24 inner
3 inners/Master

Minispoon
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Anise

UPC 624636363256

36-325
18/0 polished
12 inner
4 inners/Master

UPC 624636363249

36-324
18/0 polished
12 inner
4 inners/Master

UPC 624636363263

36-326
18/0 polished
12 inner
4 inners/Master

UPC 624636363287

36-328
18/0 polished
12 inner
4 inners/Master

Serving fork Serving spoon Slotted serving spoon Cake server
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Anise

UPC 624636363270

36-327
18/0 polished
12 inner
4 inners/Master

UPC 624636363294

36-329
18/0 polished
12 inner
4 inners/Master

Lasagna server Iced tea spoon
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Carded 
Program

Making an impact in-store
Our award-winning packaging design has  
a proven track record of standing out and 
translating into sales. We can make even  
the simplest pegged card display  
something to behold. 
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Thyme
Contemporary contours and timeless grace
Thyme’s classic and graceful design is a timeless 
and elegant addition to any table. Its exquisite and 
subtle curves are sure to impress any dinner guest 
or bring a splash of charm to even the simplest 
family meal. Like all Gourmet Settings patterns, 
Thyme has been meticulously designed, engineered 
and tested to be perfectly weighted and balanced, 
ensuring optimal performance and comfort you 
have to feel to believe. Thyme is made with premium 
stainless steel and is guaranteed to last for years  
to come.
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Thyme

UPC 624636360651

36-065
18/0 polished
9 cards/inner
4 inners/Master

UPC 624636360668

36-066
18/0 polished
9 cards/inner
4 inners/Master

Dinner fork 4/card Salad fork 4/card

UPC 624636360699

36-069
18/0 polished
9 cards/inner
4 inners/Master

UPC 624636360644

36-064
18/0 polished
9 cards/inner
4 inners/Master

Dinner spoon 4/cardCocktail fork 4/card
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Thyme

UPC 624636360675

36-067
18/0 polished
9 cards/inner
4 inners/Master

UPC 624636360682

36-068
18/0 polished
9 cards/inner
4 inners/Master

Teaspoon 4/card Minispoon 4/card

UPC 624636360637

36-063
18/0 polished
9 cards/inner
4 inners/Master

Dinner knife 4/card
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Thyme

UPC 624636360712

36-071
18/0 polished
8 cards/inner
6 inners/Master

UPC 624636360705

36-070
18/0 polished
8 cards/inner
6 inners/Master

Serving fork 1/card Serving spoon 1/card
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Anise 
A gently sculptural modern favorite
Anise’s soft contours and brilliantly polished fin-
ish are perfectly suited to a contemporary home. 
Perfectly balanced, Anise feels great in your hand 
– you’ll want to run your fingers down its stems and 
rest your thumb in its signature handle grooves. Its 
gently linear style is the perfect finishing touch to 
a modern table setting. Like all Gourmet Settings 
patterns, Anise has been meticulously designed, 
engineered and tested to be perfectly weighted and 
balanced, ensuring optimal performance and com-
fort you have to feel to believe. Anise is made with 
premium stainless steel and is guaranteed to last for 
years to come.
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Anise

UPC 624636360569

36-056
18/0 polished
9 cards/inner
4 inners/Master

UPC 624636360576

36-057
18/0 polished
9 cards/inner
4 inners/Master

Dinner fork 4/card Salad fork 4/card

UPC 624636360606

36-060
18/0 polished
9 cards/inner
4 inners/Master

UPC 624636360552

36-055
18/0 polished
9 cards/inner
4 inners/Master

Dinner spoon 4/cardCocktail fork 4/card
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Anise

UPC 624636360583

36-058
18/0 polished
9 cards/inner
4 inners/Master

UPC 624636360590

36-059
18/0 polished
9 cards/inner
4 inners/Master

Teaspoon 4/card Minispoon 4/card

UPC 624636360545

36-054
18/0 polished
9 cards/inner
4 inners/Master

Dinner knife 4/card
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Anise

UPC 624636360620

36-062
18/0 polished
8 cards/inner
6 inners/Master

UPC 624636360613

36-061
18/0 polished
8 cards/inner
6 inners/Master

Serving fork 1/card Serving spoon 1/card
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Melody
Alluring curves and understated sophistication
Sleek and understated, Melody is a contemporary 
pattern with traditional roots and a signature handle 
edge design. It has a versatile style that’s perfect for 
a casual brunch or an elegant dinner party with your 
favourite group of friends. Melody has a beautiful 
polished finish which highlights its alluring curves. 
Like all Gourmet Settings patterns, Melody has been 
meticulously designed, engineered and tested to be 
perfectly weighted and balanced, ensuring optimal 
performance and comfort you have to feel to be-
lieve. Melody is made with premium stainless steel 
and is guaranteed to last for years to come. 
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Melody

UPC 624636360903

36-090
18/0 polished
9 cards/inner
4 inners/Master

UPC 624636360897

36-089
18/0 polished
9 cards/inner
4 inners/Master

Dinner fork 4/card Salad fork 4/card

UPC 624636360880

36-088
18/0 polished
9 cards/inner
4 inners/Master

UPC 624636360927

36-092
18/0 polished
9 cards/inner
4 inners/Master

Dinner spoon 4/cardCocktail fork 4/card
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Melody

UPC 624636360934

36-093
18/0 polished
9 cards/inner
4 inners/Master

UPC 624636360910

36-091
18/0 polished
9 cards/inner
4 inners/Master

Teaspoon 4/card Minispoon 4/card

UPC 624636360859

36-085
18/0 polished
9 cards/inner
4 inners/Master

Dinner knife 4/card
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Melody

UPC 624636360866

36-086
18/0 polished
8 cards/inner
6 inners/Master

UPC 624636360873

36-087
18/0 polished
8 cards/inner
6 inners/Master

Serving fork 1/card Serving spoon 1/card



Let’s chat!
Give us a call any time and we’ll work with you to  
create the best in-store flatware experience possible. 

Tel: 1 800 551 2649
Email: info@gourmetsettings.com

gourmetsettings.com

Let’s work  
together to  
develop a  
unique solution  
for your business.


